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Bumblebee Backpack 

#80101837—Little girls love carrying their gear in style 
in our popular Little Things With Wings backpacks. 
Fashion, Function & Fun all in one!  

$18.00 

Ladybug Backpack 

#80101836—Little girls love carrying their gear in style 
in our popular Little Things With Wings backpacks. 
Fashion, Function & Fun all in one!  

$18.00 

Jungle Backpack 

#8021198.1—This backpack is perfect for a traveling 
kid!  The set includes a 9"x11" backpack with two clip 
on friends that are approximately 6".  The Jungle Fe-
ver Adventure Pak has a Monkey and Giraffe.  This is a 
sturdy little backpack that is perfect for taking anything 
a child might need for a day trip. Ages 3 and Up. 

$22.00 

Mermaid Backpack 

#8021194.1—Adventure Packs are ready for the backs 
of any travelin kids, giving them a place to store their 
stuff, and the 2 stuffed, clip-on plush friends, a mermaid 
and her trusty seahorse, that are included. From the ny-
lon straps of the Mermaid Adventure Pak hangs an at-
tractive mermaid themed bag that measures 9x11 and 
includes plenty of storage compartments. Ages 3 and up. 

$22.00 

Western Backpack 

#8021211.1—This Kids Western Adventure Backpack 
comes as a set! This western backpack is perfect for 
"travelin' kids" because it comes with two clip-on plush 
ponies for play. It has plenty of storage compartments 
for those vacation collectibles. It's made of mixed fab-
rics with nylon straps. Zip Closure. 

$22.00 
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Daisy Dog Adventure Backpack 

#8021199.1—Adventure Packs are ready for the backs of 
any travelin kids, giving them a place to store their stuff, 
and the 2 stuffed, clip-on dog friends. This bag measures 
9x11 and includes plenty of storage compartments. Ages 3 
and up. 

$22.00 

Dino Adventure Backpack 

#8021208.1—Dinosaur backpack features mini dinosaur 
clip-ons and is 9"x11". Perfect size for bringing along 
dinosaur toys for a short trip!  Ages 3 and up. 

$22.00 

Shark Adventure Backpack 

#8021193.1—Adventure Packs are ready for the backs 
of any travelin kids, giving them a place to store their 
stuff, and the 2 stuffed, clip-on plush friends, a shark 
and a sea star, that are included. From the nylon straps 
of the Shark Adventure Pak hangs an attractive ocean 
themed bag that measures 9x11 and includes plenty of 
storage compartments. Ages 3 and up. 

$22.00 

Magic Carpet Knapsack 

#8021182.1—This magical knapsak is very fashionable 
and trendy! This aqua plush knapsak is fashionably 
trimmed with sparkles and jewels and has a drawstring 
top. The flap is decorated with a white pony head sport-
ing gold tassels, an aqua halter, and pink jewel. This 
knapsak is designed to carry ‘light fare’ for an overnight 
or day trip. 

$28.00 

Princess Stardust Knapsack 

#8021196.1—This magical knapsak is very fashionable and 
trendy! This lavender plush knapsak is fashionably 
trimmed with sparkles and jewels and has a drawstring 
top. The flap is decorated with a white pony head sporting 
silver tassels, a purple halter, and pink jewel. This knapsak 
is designed to carry ‘light fare’ for an overnight or day trip. 

$28.00 
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Cowboy Boot Sassy Sak 

#8022068.1—Purse is a cowboy boot in a blue quilted 
material piped in red and the collar of the boot is a 
stripe with brown leather accents. Heel is also brown. 
Top of boot has jazzy red and yellow fringe treatment 
and brown handle. Inside is a brown plush pony with a 
black mane and tail. The horse also has a white star on 
it's face.  

$12.00 

Lil’ Giddy Up Sassy Sak 

#8021158.N—This is a Lil' Giddy Up Sassy Pet.  It is 
made of blue cotton denim and trimmed in fringe. It 
measures 7” wide, and it holds a removable buckskin 
horse that measures 6” wide. Ages 3+.  

$11.00 

Dream Spirit Southwestern Sak 

#8021188.2—Dream Spirit Southwestern Sak is giddy 
up cute in faux sued and pony print. Trimmed in faux 
leather tan, this double handled 8-inch wide bag holds 
Killian Roan Horse. The aqua fringe on the purse flap 
gives this southwestern favorite a final splash of style. 

$22.00 

Sparkle Heart Sassy Sak 

#8021148.1—Sparkle Heart Bag with Horse 7” wide. 
Horse is removable. The bag is in the shape of a heart 
and bright pink with pink and purple ribbon piping.  
The horse is light pink. Very cute. 

$11.00 
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Daisy-Up Sassy Sak 

#8021185.2—This totally trendy bag includes a cuddly 
stuffed animal. When the pet stays at home the sak 
makes a great purse with velcro closure and inner 
pocket. Daisy Up with Chihuahua is 10" wide. Ages 3+.  

$22.00 

Watermelon Sassy Sak 

#8021156.N—Sassy Sak watermelon bag with chihua-
hua sits inside the sak & is removable.  The purse is 
61/2” wide. 

$11.00 

On the Fringe Sassy Sak 

#8022064.1—This toy is a Sassy Pet Sak. This toy is 
intended for children ages 18 months and up and is sur-
face washable. Velcro closes top to hold in pug. Inside 
of purse is lined with hot pink material to match the 
pink handle and fringe. Perfect for Holidays or Birth-
days.  

$11.00 

Denim Hobo Sassy Sak 

#8021207.2—Denim Hobo Sassy Sak is a single 
strapped bag in dark denim trimmed in hot pink cord-
ing. Hand embroidered flowers embellish the pocket 
flaps adding a touch of springtime to the look. Inside 
this 11-inch wide bag is a fluffy white Bichon puppy. 

$22.00 

Bow Tie Sassy Sak with Bichon 

#8022062.1—This black and white fabric purse for tod-
dlers features pink ribbon and bow detail. The remov-
able 6" bichon even sports her own ribbon over her ear, 
and is sure to enjoy all the attention. 

$11.00 
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Flutter Sassy Sak with Cat 

#8021159.N—Sassy Sak flutter bag with black & white 
Kohair cat that sits inside the sak & is removable. It is a 
working 6” purse with velcro clasp.  Ages 3 and up. 

$11.00 

Gingerbread House Sassy Sak 

#8021141.1—This gingerbread house purse includes the 
very cute Myrtle the Mouse and is only available for a 
limited time.  The purse is 6” wide, and the mouse is 
removable. 

$11.50 

Christmas Tree Sassy Sak 

#8021144.1—Christmas Tree Sassy Sak with Cat is just 
adorable. The bag is shaped like a Christmas tree & it 
has a cute little kitty sitting inside that is removable.  The 
sak is 6” wide. 

$11.50 

Crumb the Gingerbread Man 
Festive Holiday Sak 

#8021139.1—This festive holiday sak is available for a 
limited time only.  It is 6” wide and comes with a 7” tall 
gingerbread man named Crumb.  Crumb can be re-
moved when more space is needed in the purse. 

$11.50 
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Angel Nugget Shell Sassy Sak 

#8022065.1—This ultra trendy purse is lavender colored 
and includes a removable angel with blonde hair and 
lavender wings.  The purse is 71/2” wide. 

$11.00 

Penelope Peapod—Palm Beach 

#805002—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit.  

$39.00 

Penelope Peapod—Savannah 

#805014—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit. 

$39.00 

Lavender Sea Shell Sassy Sak 

#8022060.1—This ultra trendy purse is lavender colored 
and in the shape of a seashell.  It includes a removable 
mermaid with pink hair and purple top and fin.  The 
purse is 7” wide. 

$11.00 

Aqua Sea Shell Sassy Sak 

#8022061.1—This ultra trendy purse is aqua colored 
and in the shape of a seashell.  It includes an aqua, yel-
low, and orange colored sea horse that can be removed.  
The purse is 7” wide. 

$11.00 
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Penelope Peapod—Harbour Island 

#805006—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit.  

$39.00 

Penelope Peapod—Lexington 

#805012—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit.  

$39.00 

Penelope Peapod—Westport 

#805018—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit.  

$39.00 

Penelope Peapod—Montgomery 

#805013—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit.  

$39.00 

Penelope Peapod—Notting Hill 

#805016—Penelope Peapod Doll basket is either an 
adorable small handbag or a sweet seven-inch doll in a 
bassinet. In one quick and easy maneuver for even the 
smallest hands, the peapod opens and the fabric flips 
over the sides to create a beautiful bassinet and reveal a 
sweet, soft-body doll in a matching outfit.  

$39.00 
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Blue Dot Moses Basket 

#8066895B—What a great way to carry a new baby! 
Baby is sure to stay warm and feel secure inside this spe-
cial bed. Firmly padded with stiff plastic bottom sup-
port. A musical star hangs from the bonnet and plays 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. Top panel unzips to use as 
a changing pad. 

$39.00 

Pink Dot Moses Basket 

#8066895P—What a great way to carry a new baby! 
Baby is sure to stay warm and feel secure inside this spe-
cial bed. Firmly padded with stiff plastic bottom sup-
port. A musical star hangs from the bonnet and plays 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. Top panel unzips to use as 
a changing pad. 

$39.00 

Pink Horse Cuddler 

#8021323.1—This soft and adorable mat is perfect for 
babies who want to have some tummy time and cuddle 
with a soft toy. The perfect heirloom for any child. 
Makes a classically adorable gift. Dim: 21 inches long by 
12 inches wide.  

$21.00 

Pink Horse Snuggler 

#8021330.1—This soft blanket in the shape of a horse is 
perfect for babies who want to snuggle. Makes an ador-
able gift and heirloom that children can keep forever. 
Approx. 13 inches square. 

$10.00 

Cute as a Buttom Moses Basket 

#80673415—This Moses Basket provides a soft and 
comfortable way for baby to travel inside or outside of 
the home. Safe for babies up to 15 pounds. Hanging 
button plays Twinkle Twinkle Little Star. 

$39.00 
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Yellow Duck Snuggler 

#8021339.1—This soft blanket in the shape of a duck is 
perfect for babies who want to snuggle. Makes an ador-
able gift and heirloom that children can keep forever. 
Approx. 13 inches square. 

$10.00 

Yellow Duck Rattle 

#8021357.1—This adorable soft rattle in the shape of a 
duck is perfect for babies and makes a great addition to 
any gift. 

$5.00 

Green Frog Cuddler 

#8021325.1—This soft and adorable mat is perfect for 
babies who want to have some tummy time and cuddle 
with a soft toy. The perfect heirloom for any child. 
Makes a classically adorable gift. Dim: 21 inches long by 
12 inches wide. 

$21.00 

Pink Horse Rattle 

#8021338.1—This adorable soft rattle in the shape of a 
horse is perfect for babies and makes a great addition to 
any gift. 

$5.00 

Yellow Giraffe Cuddler 

#8021326.1—This soft and adorable mat in the shape of 
a yellow giraffe is perfect for babies who want to have 
some tummy time and cuddle with a soft toy. The per-
fect heirloom for any child. Makes a classically adorable 
gift. Dim: 21 inches long by 12 inches wide. 

$21.00 
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Cream Lamb Cuddler 

#8021320.1—This soft and adorable mat is perfect for 
babies who want to have some tummy time and cuddle 
with a soft toy. The perfect heirloom for any child. 
Makes a classically adorable gift. Dim: 21 inches long by 
12 inches wide. 
 

$21.00 

Cream Lamb Snuggler 

#8021327.1—This soft blanket in the shape of a lamb is 
perfect for babies who want to snuggle. Makes an ador-
able gift and heirloom that children can keep forever. 
Approx. 13 inches square. 
 

$10.00 

Cream Lamb Rattle 

#8021335.1—This adorable soft rattle in the shape of a 
lamb is perfect for babies and makes a great addition to 
any gift. 

$5.00 

Green Frog Snuggler 

#8021329.1—This soft blanket in the shape of a frog is 
perfect for babies who want to snuggle. Makes an ador-
able gift and heirloom that children can keep forever. 
Approx. 13 inches square. 

$10.00 

Green Frog Rattle 

#8021336.1—This adorable soft rattle in the shape of a 
frog is perfect for babies and makes a great addition to 
any gift. 

$5.00 
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Ballerina Backpack 

#80814048—This backpack is made of durable nylon 
fabric with adjustable padded straps, two zippered com-
partments with interior storage pocket and features a 
ballerina theme. So many great uses! Dimensions: 15"H 
x 12"W x 7"D 

$23.00 

Construction Backpack 

#80814052—This kid's Construction Backpack is made of 
a durable polyester fabric. It's sized for the young school 
age child (preschool to 2nd grade). It has adjustable pad-
ded straps and two zippered compartments with interior 
storage pockets. Perfect for hauling supplies or for a 'back 
to school' backpack for your kids. Dim: 30" x 57" 

$23.00 

Fireman Backpack 

#80814046—This backpack is made of durable nylon 
fabric with adjustable padded straps, two zippered com-
partments with interior storage pocket and features a 
fireman theme. So many great uses! Dimensions: 15"H x 
12"W x 7"D" 

$23.00 

Princess Backpack 

#80814053—This kid's Princess Backpack is made of a 
durable polyester fabric. It's sized for the young school 
age child (preschool to 2nd grade). It has adjustable pad-
ded straps and two zippered compartments with interior 
storage pockets. Perfect for hauling supplies or for a 
'back to school' backpack for your kids. Dim: 30" x 57" 

$23.00 

Boy’s Soccer Backpack 

#80814054—This Boy’s Soccer Backpack is made of a 
durable polyester fabric. It's sized for the young school 
age child (preschool to 2nd grade). It has adjustable pad-
ded straps and two zippered compartments with interior 
storage pockets. Perfect for hauling supplies or for a 
'back to school' backpack for your kids. Dim: 30" x 57" 

$23.00 
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Ladybug Kisses Backpack 

#80101655—She's all set for a big day out with her La-
dybug Kisses Backpack! Made of super-soft, cushiony 
materials designed for comfort. The flap features large, 
fun ladybug with velcro closure. Fully lined.  9” H. 

$16.00 

Butterfly Kisses Backpack 

#80101647—She's all set for a big day out with her But-
terfly Kisses Backpack! Made of super-soft, cushiony 
materials designed for comfort. The flap features large, 
fun butterfly with velcro closure. Fullly lined.  9” H. 

$16.00 

Dinosaur Sling Bag 

#80101630—Your little girl will look like she's ready to 
take-off with this cute and colorful backpack. Let her fly 
to a friends house for overnight with this winged back-
pack. Adjustable straps and a velcro closure. Machine 
washable.  

$18.00 

Little Things with Wings Aqua 
Backpack 

#80101773—This plush blue and green sling bag is in 
the shape of a dinosaur with a zipper in his tummy.  The 
strap is fully adjustable, and the bag makes a perfect 
companion for any child on the go.  18” L. 

$15.00 

Anifun Alligator Lunch Bag 

#80101859—From the exciting line of innovative cool 
designs that combine animals and fun into "Anifun" 
insulated lunch bags. Carrying your lunch has never 
been so much fun as with this Alligator lunch bag.  14” 
L. 

$15.00 
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Anifun Giraffe Lunch Bag  

#80101862—From the exciting line of innovative cool 
designs that combine animals and fun into "Anifun" 
insulated lunch bags. Carrying your lunch has never 
been so fun with this Giraffe lunch bag.   Dimension:  
14” 

$15.00 

Hugga Bear Foldout Pillow & Toy 

#80101704—With a sweet and contagious smile, this ador-
able lazy 'ol purple Bear Hugga Pet Pillow is super soft 
with its purple fur and blue, yellow, and green accents. 
With the "flip" of a secret velco tab, the stuffed animal can 
lie flat whenever a pillow is needed - indeed, the perfect 
take along plush pal. 14" L. Machine washable. 

$16.00 

Hugga Bunny Foldout Pillow & Toy 

#80108210—With a sweet and contagious smile, this ador-
able bunny Hugga Pet Pillow has long floppy ears and is 
super soft with its orange fur and yellow, white, and blue 
accents. With the "flip" of a secret velco tab, the stuffed 
animal can lie flat whenever a pillow is needed - indeed, the 
perfect take along plush pal. 14" L.. Machine washable. 

$16.00 

Hugga Turtle Foldout Pillow & Toy 

#80108212—With a sweet and contagious smile, this 
adorable turtle Hugga Pet Pillow is super soft with its 
green fur and a blue, purple, and yellow shell. With the 
"flip" of a secret velco tab, the stuffed animal can lie flat 
whenever a pillow is needed - indeed, the perfect take 
along plush pal. 14” L. 

$16.00 

Hugga Lion Foldout Pillow & Toy 

#80101891—With a sweet and contagious smile, this ador-
able lion Hugga Pet Pillow has cute orange freckles and is 
super soft with its yellow fur and orange, brown, and blue 
accents. With the "flip" of a secret velco tab, the lion can 
lie flat whenever a pillow is needed - indeed, the perfect 
take along plush pal. 14” L & machine washable. 

$16.00 
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Hugga Kitty Foldout Pillow & Toy 

#80101702—With a sweet and contagious smile, this 
adorable kitty cat Hugga Pet Pillow is super soft with its 
yellow fur and pink and blue accents. With the "flip" of 
a secret velco tab, the stuffed animal can lie flat when-
ever a pillow is needed - indeed, the perfect take along 
plush pal.. 14" L. Machine washable. 

$16.00 

Hugga Puppy Foldout Pillow & Toy 

#80101703—This floppy green Puppy is a Best Seller! 
This super soft toy has a dual function and folds out to a 
comfy pillow! 14" L. Machine washable. 

$16.00 

Larry Leopard 

#8021841.1—This fun and furry leopard cub is ready to 
play! He has a soft leopard print coat, very intense eyes, 
and is the perfect size to be snuggled with! Size: 16” 
long. (All ages) 
 

$18.00 

Stretch Giraffe 

#8021845.1—This 15" tall floppy stuffed giraffe is the 
perfect pal for your little adventurer! Bungle in the Jun-
gle with super soft, poseable, lovable "Stretch"  Ages 3 
and up 

$18.00 

Island Bliss Backpack 

#80302-2320—This backpack is made of nylon and has 
a drawstring opening with magnetic closure.  The inside 
is fully lined with a zippered pocket, and the straps are 
fully adjustable.  It measures 10” x 8.5” x 5” and is avail-
able in four colors:  pink, sky, sea, and cantaloupe. 

$20.00 
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Neo II Backpack 

#80302-2330—This rectangular backpack is made of nylon 
with a 3/4 zippered closure that provides full access to the 
interior.  It has a zipper pocket on the outside, and the inside 
is fully lined with a single pocket.  The straps are adjustable, 
and it has a loop on top.  It measures 10” x 9.5” x 5” and is 
available in five colors:  berry, lime, ocean, yellow, and ruby. 

$20.00 

Cat Snack Sacs 

#807SJ-4208—These cute children's lunch bags are a fun 
way to carry lunch to school, field trips, and playdates. 
Each Snack Sac measures approximately 7" x 11" with an 
11" handle/strap and comes with 12 assorted  "Sweet 
Notes" of encouragement to brighten any child's day!  The 
12 cards measure 2.5" x 3.5"  - 4 unique designs. 

$15.00 

Tiger Snack Sacs 

#807SJ-4285—These cute children's lunch bags are a fun 
way to carry lunch to school, field trips, and playdates. 
Each Snack Sac measures approximately 7" x 11" with an 
11" handle/strap and comes with 12 assorted  "Sweet 
Notes" of encouragement to brighten any child's day!  The 
12 cards measure 2.5" x 3.5"  - 4 unique designs. 

$15.00 

Monkey Snack Sacs 

#807SJ-4299—These cute children's lunch bags are a fun 
way to carry lunch to school, field trips, and playdates. 
Each Snack Sac measures approximately 7" x 11" with an 
11" handle/strap and comes with 12 assorted  "Sweet 
Notes" of encouragement to brighten any child's day!  The 
12 cards measure 2.5" x 3.5"  - 4 unique designs. 

$15.00 

Frog Snack Sacs 

#807SJ-4252—These cute children's lunch bags are a fun 
way to carry lunch to school, field trips, and playdates. 
Each Snack Sac measures approximately 7" x 11" with an 
11" handle/strap and comes with 12 assorted  "Sweet 
Notes" of encouragement to brighten any child's day!  The 
12 cards measure 2.5" x 3.5"  - 4 unique designs. 

$15.00 
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Airplane Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1081-A—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 

Train Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1049—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 

Bone Dog Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1017-A—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 

Monkey Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1099—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjust-
able straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% 
cotton twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine wash-
able. 

$22.00 

Frog Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1052-A—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 
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Cheer Leader Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1086—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 

Ballet Shoes Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1043-A—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 

Ballet Girl Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1042-A—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 

Mermaid Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1028—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjust-
able straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% 
cotton twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine wash-
able. 

$22.00 

Ladybug Quilted Backpack 

#807SJ-1060-A—These Adorable quilted backpacks are cute 
and stylish!  Add a name or monogram to the flap!  Draw-
string closure and flap with a magnetic snap, a zippered 
pocket on one side with a cute matching keychain, adjustable 
straps.  Measures 12"tall x 9.5"wide and 4"deep, 100% cotton 
twill outer, 100% polyester padding, machine washable. 

$22.00 
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Sports Frame 

#807SJ-1791-A—These neat frames are fun gifts and room 
accessories! All feature bright and whimsical art and ac-
commodate a square photo opening of approx. 4"x4". 
Constructed in lightweight material with easel back. 

$7.00 

Zoo Animals Frame 

#807SJ-1734-A—These neat frames are fun gifts and room 
accessories! All feature bright and whimsical art and ac-
commodate a square photo opening of approx. 4"x4". 
Constructed in lightweight material with easel back. 

$7.00 

Ballet Frame 

#807SJ-1742—These neat frames are fun gifts and room 
accessories! All feature bright and whimsical art and ac-
commodate a square photo opening of approx. 4"x4". 
Constructed in lightweight material with easel back. 

$7.00 

Best Friends Frame 

#807SJ-1792—These neat frames are fun gifts and room 
accessories! All feature bright and whimsical art and ac-
commodate a square photo opening of approx. 4"x4". 
Constructed in lightweight material with easel back. 

$7.00 

Ladybug Frame 

#807SJ-1760—These neat frames are fun gifts and room 
accessories! All feature bright and whimsical art and ac-
commodate a square photo opening of approx. 4"x4". 
Constructed in lightweight material with easel back.. 

$7.00 
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Poodle Backpack 

#804B002PD—This whimsical backpack of plush, deep 
pink pile features adjustable shoulder straps and a top loop 
for hanging.  It unzips to a deep, single interior lined in 
nylon.  An adorable pink poodle pal rides along on the ex-
terior  of the backpack to keep your little one company (the 
poodle is removable).  The backpack measures 7” x 10” x 
5”. 

$18.00 

Large Poodle Backpack with Rollers 

#804B001PD—This backpack has an adorable little poo-
dle in the sequin heart pocket on the front. It has a handle 
on top and a zipper that opens the backpack to reveal a 
soft satin fabric inside. It also includes adjustable square 
ring straps for carrying and an extendable plastic handle 
and wheels great for pulling. The wheels and handle are 
one piece and can be removed! 

$28.00 

Monkey Backpack 

804B002MK—This whimsical backpack in plush light-
brown pile sports adjustable shoulder straps with a top 
loop.  It unzips to a spacious interior compartment lined in 
nylon.  An adorable brown monkey pal rides along on the 
outside of the backpack to keep your little one company 
(the monkey is removable).  The backpack measures 7” x 
10” x 5”. 

$18.00 

Large Monkey Backpack with Roll-

804B001MK—This backpack has an adorable little mon-
key in the pocket on the front. It has a handle on top and a 
zipper that opens the backpack to reveal a soft satin fabric 
inside. It also includes adjustable square ring straps for car-
rying and an extendable plastic handle and wheels great for 
pulling. The wheels and handle are one piece and can be 
removed! 

$28.00 
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Thomas the Train 3 Piece 
Dinnerware Set 

#804B-1TT—3-piece set includes 8.5-inch melamine plate, 
5-inch melamine bowl, plus 10 oz melamine mug with lid. 
With the lid on, you can use a straw to prevent spills (straw 
not included). Dishwasher safe (top rack). Comes boxed. 

$15.00 

Bob the Builder 3 Piece 
Dinnerware Set 

3#804B-1BB—-3-piece set includes 8.5-inch melamine 
plate, 5-inch melamine bowl, plus 10 oz melamine mug 
with lid. With the lid on, you can use a straw to prevent 
spills (straw not included). Dishwasher safe (top rack). 

$15.00 

Angelina the Ballerina 3 Piece 
Dinnerware Set 

#804B-1AB—3-piece set includes 8.5-inch melamine plate, 
5-inch melamine bowl, plus 10 oz melamine mug with lid. 
With the lid on, you can use a straw to prevent spills (straw 
not included). Dishwasher safe (top rack). Comes boxed. 

$15.00 

Creative Fun Journal + Accessories 

#80400533DB—Your little writer will love her new jour-
nal from Pink Eyelash. It is a great place for writing secrets 
and taking notes. It comes with some fabulous accessories 
including a 4-color pen, an eraser, a strawberry marker, a 
mini key chain notebook and a push and pull pencil. Be 
creative and have fun! Measures approximately 6" x 8.5". 

$8.00 

Super Stylin’ Stickers & Cards, Too! 

#80400566PK—Tons of projects!  Tons of fun for your 
little one!  This cute keepsake book is full of stickers and 
note cards that will are sure to keep your child occupied for 
many hours.  These stickers can be used for nail art, party 
decorations, school projects, etc. 

$9.00 
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White Bunnie Slippers 

#8066762—What a fun way to walk around the house!  
These adorable Bunnie Slippers are made of the softest, 
white plush. Fits 2-4 years. 

$14.00 

Fuzzy Yellow Duck Slippers 

#8066760—What a fun way to walk around the house! 
Your little ones will love these duck-shaped toddler slippers 
made of the softest yellow plush! Fits 12 - 36 months. 

$14.00 

Cute as a Button Tote Bag 

#80681115—These Tote Bags are Cute as a Button. They 
feature inside pockets and a velcro tab closure. They in-
clude a matching bottle. A matching Moses Basket is also 
available. 

$24.00 

Coin Tote Bag with Paci Pouch 

#80681216—Our Coin Tote Bags are sold with a printed 
bottle and a pacifier pouch. Inside pockets help keep things 
organized. 19" X 12" x 5". 

$30.00 

Multi Coin Tote Bag with Paci Pouch 

#80681296—Our Coin Tote Bags are sold with a printed 
bottle and a pacifier pouch. Inside pockets help keep things 
organized. 19" X 12" x 5". 

$30.00 
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Pink Elephant Bib 

#80672105—Our Squeaker Bibs feature a removable 
washcloth, easy velcro closure and squeakers in the feet! 
Adorable and fun for Mom and Baby. 

$12.00 

Multi Coin Blanket 

#8067372—This Multi Coin Blanket features Chenille 
dots. Beautiful to look at and comforting for baby. 

$36.00 

Red Denim Backpack 

#8A4BP75D—This backpack is made of durable cot-
ton denim fabric with red piping. It has adjustable 
straps and is perfect for monogramming.. So many great 
uses! Dimensions: 11"H x 10"W x 4"D 

$14.00 

Pink Polka Dot Denim Backpack 

#8A4BP75D—This backpack is made of durable cot-
ton denim fabric with pink piping and a pink polka dot 
bow. It has adjustable straps and is perfect for mono-
gramming.. So many great uses! Dimensions: 11"H x 
10"W x 4"D 

$14.00 

Denim Apron 

#8A4920D—These cotton denim aprons are perfect for 
your budding artist or gourmet cook to be.  They in-
clude three pockets on the front for your brushes or 
utensils, and they are available in two trim colors:  red or 
pink with a pink bow.  They measure 21” x 19”. 

$12.00 


